Today, there are 61,444 Full Time Support and Selected Reserve Sailors in the Navy and 3,410 Reserve Sailors are mobilized to active duty.

**PACFLT**

**PACFLT HQ**

- **CPF N31: Current Operations** (LOO - Joint / Fleet Operations) – 7 sailors from NR CPF MOC DET 301 supported PACFLT N3 in the Fleet Command Center manning the watch bill. In addition to support for Operation Damayan, personnel filled critical billets during the transition from crisis action operations to steady-state during a period of reduced active staff manpower. DET 301 personnel supported the effort in the role of Crisis Action Team (CAT) Chief (O6) coordinating efforts across the staff and enabling rapid reporting to HHQ; CPF Battle Watch Captain and Battle Watch Executive Officer for the monitoring and direction of maritime, aviation, subsurface, activities throughout COMPACFLT area of responsibility in coordination with USPACOM Joint Operation Center, Commander, 7th Fleet, and Commander, 3rd Fleet; and BMD Watch Officer and Operations Specialist ISO theater missile defense activities and reporting requirements to HHQ. Personnel also supported LNO requirements from HHQ (USPACOM) in coordinating the alignment of headquarters staffs to meet national efforts in support of our theater partner. 87 days of direct operational support was provided.

- **CPF N31: Current Operations** (LOO - Joint / Fleet Operations) – 4 sailors from NR CPF MOC DET 301 supported CDRCOMPACFLT N31 Current Operations Division, resulted in the scheduling and execution of Surface, Expeditionary, and Explosive Ordnance Disposal Operations/Mission throughout the USPACOM AOR, as well as providing planning and execution coordination between N3 divisions in the CPF HQ (N3 OPS ASST). 43 days of direct operational support was provided.

- **CPF N53: Deliberate Plans** (LOO - Joint / Fleet Operations) – 22 Sailors (19 Officers and 3 Enlisted) from PACFLT Joint Contingency Unit (JCU) DET 502 delivered 94 days of operational support and capability development for COMPACFLT. Employment included 1 officer providing 12 days of direct support to CPF N53 as a planner for OPLAN mission analysis and also provided 6 days of indirect support to C3F as a Fleet Watch Officer. Another officer provided 30 days of indirect support to C3F as a RIMPAC planner.

**Commander, U.S. SEVENTH FLEET**

- Six Reserve members of NR Expeditionary Strike Group SEVEN participated in Operation DAMAYAN to support aid and relief efforts in the Philippines following the devastating Typhoon. Additionally, NR Expeditionary Strike Group SEVEN provided four Sailors for a total of 31 days of staff support for Commander, Task Force 76 in Okinawa, Japan in preparation for HQ location move and upcoming exercise planning.

- NR C7F sent three officers to USS BLUE RIDGE (LCC 19) where they completed Battle Watch Officer training and participated in planning efforts for C7F. In addition, three officers from NR C7F attended the KEY RESOLVE 14 Final Planning Conference in Yongsan, South Korea, coordinating and planning for over 100 SELRES participating in this major exercise.
Commander, U.S. THIRD FLEET

- C3F NR STRIKE FORCE TRAINING PACIFIC provided mobilization support for individuals serving in Afghanistan, Horn of Africa, and continental U.S. locations. Rim-of-the-Pacific planning meetings were supported, and direct support was provided to Expeditionary Strike Group SEVEN, Okinawa Japan for Operation DAMAYAN.

- C3F NR Logistic Readiness Center unit members were onboard the USNS Guadalupe for seven days for Combat Logistic Force Military Sealift Command Pacific training and situational awareness. Numerous personnel participated in Replenishment At Sea day and night operations for three ships including one Canadian vessel. One senior officer attended the Homeland Security Planners Course at the Joint Forces Staff College. This is a deliberate crisis action planning course pertaining to Homeland Security, Homeland Defense, and Defense Support of Civil Authorities.

- C3F NR Maritime Air Operations provided direct operational support to THIRD Fleet staff, by supporting Rim-of-the-Pacific 2014 Mid-planning Conference, coordinating strike plan requirements, and assisting in the final planning conference for RED FLAG 2014 at Nellis Air Force Base. Additionally, members assisted future operations by conducting a personnel recovery drill in preparation of a downed pilot scenario.

- C3F NR Expeditionary Strike Group THREE provided one Sailor for 31 days of staff support to Destroyer Squadron 60/Commander, Task Force 65 in Naples, Italy as Ballistic Missile Defense Officer on Active Duty for Special Work orders.

PACFLT N2

- One sailor from COMPACFLT unit 0194 in San Diego, CA is currently fulfilling a PACFLT N2 joint exercise manning requirement in Bangkok, Thailand in support of exercise COBRA GOLD 2014 requirements and will provide a total of 38 days of intelligence support. Five sailors from multiple COMPACFLT units to include 0194 in San Diego, CA, 0322 in Fort Lewis, WA, and 0508 in Fort Worth, TX are currently fulfilling PACFLT N2 joint exercise manning requirements at Yokota, Japan Air Force Base in support of exercise KEEN EDGE 2014 requirements and will provide a total of 65 days of intelligence support.

NECC PAC

CRG 1

CRS-1: The WAVE-4 Mobilization event has been loaded into Navy-Marine Corps Mobilization Processing System and validated for Fleet Forces Command. We have begun the process of placing personnel into the RTNs.

- Long range Schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>START DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAVE-2 Main Body Departed</td>
<td>01/08/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAVE-1 Returned to CONUS</td>
<td>01/24/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOB DATE (WAVE-3)</td>
<td>05/09/14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNIC

CNRSW

- One NR NSF Fallbrook sailor started 68 days (Jan 23 – Mar 31) of ADT to the USS DECATUR (DDG 73) in support of the ship’s INSURV. This sailor had already completed 56 days on the USS KIDD, and was specifically requested to cross-deck over to help on the USS DECATUR.
- 2 MA's are conducting 169 day ADT orders to El Salvador to assist with Counter Narcotics Operations (funded by other PILLAR)

**Defense Contract Management Activity**

DCMA Reservists completed the following actions in January:

- Prepared a modification log reconciling a $105M DARPA contract containing 34 modifications and 31 unique ACRNs.

- Initiated QCP process for 4 contract deliver orders valued at $9.5M, with $8.2M of obligated funds.

- Contractual actions totaling $27M in preparation towards the contract closeout project.

- Performed reconciliation of $9M IDIQ orders on ACRNS and CLINS to investigate and identify canceling funds to facilitate contract closeouts.

- Updated 150 contracts with the appropriate codes, updated 50 contracts, modifications, and task orders missing final delivery dates, and identified 9 firm fixed contracts for possible closeout.

**NAVFAC**

- CDR Herman on IA orders (214 days BOG) provided 31 days of support to the 130th Engineering Brigade at Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan in the RC-W TEB LNO billet. Served as Manager for preparation and approval of construction project packages; Oversaw completion of 27 projects totaling $1.6M and 13,000 MD's. Recently assigned duty as Deputy Construction Engineering Officer, Deputy J7 on TEB staff and will manage TEB equipment assets and personnel throughout Afghanistan.

- CDR Jensen on Mobilization orders (330 days) provided 31 days of support to CENTCOM (NATO Training Mission) CAMP Eggers, KABUL. Serving as a Branch Chief, ANP Infrastructure, he is responsible for the development of infrastructure requirements; the development of cost estimates; scopes of work; and assisting the development of force structure requirements for the stationing of the new ANP. Total portfolio is 200 projects worth over $1B. First reservist to hold this billet in the 7 years the CEC has been filling it. This month: Completed and turned over 14 projects worth $60.4M to the ANP.

- LCDR McCoy on IA orders (210 days BOG) provided 31 days of support to CSTCA - CJ Engineer at Kabul, Afghanistan. Service as Afghan National Army Program Manager he oversees 43 projects totaling $560M with locations across the Afghan AOR.

- LCDR Menez on IA orders for 330 days provided 31 days of support to CJTF HOA at Camp Lemonnier, Djibouti. He leads the future operations cell providing planning, supervision and quality assurance for engineer units attached to the CJTF and mission planning support for engineering missions throughout the CJOA. He provides program management for HA and HCA construction projects and coordinates joint facilities, including leases for CA team housing in multiple countries. Reservist's Impact on Mission: Ensures effective future operations planning for engineering missions as well as prioritized and unified effort for humanitarian assistance throughout AOR.

**SUBFOR**

**Undersea Warfare Operations**

- 27 Reserve officers and Sailors provided Theater ASW watchfloor and LNO support to CTF-34 during exercise KOA KAI an integrated maritime exercise near Hawaii.
- 23 Reserve officers and Sailors provided Theater ASW watchfloor and LNO support to CTF-84 in Norfolk, VA and Strike Group ASW underway support to DESRON-22 during the BUSH Strike Group Fleet Synthetic Exercise (FST). The support assisted the BUSH Strike Group in completing its pre-deployment ASW certification. This is the fourth exercise that a Strike Group ASW team supported DESRON-22 during their pre-deployment work-up. The RC will support DESRON-22 during a deployed ASW exercise later this year.

- 1 Reserve officer continued long term support to CTF-84 as Training Officer assisting in CTF-84’s preparation for its Theater ASW certification later this year, and providing training to newly reporting active duty staff members in Norfolk, VA.

- 2 Reserve Sailors provided LNO and IT support during KEEN EDGE in Japan. These billets supported staff augmentation requirements placed on SUBPAC by PACFLT. RC Sailors went in place of AC Sailors.

- 1 Reserve Sailor supported CTF-74 Theater ASW normal operations by standing a Theater ASW Watch in place of an active duty staff member.

**Submarine Force Protection**

- 13 Reserve officers and Sailors provided remote submarine port force protection for a SUBGRU-9 high value unit. The submarine force relies 100% on RC to provide remote force protection capability.

**Expeditionary Maintenance**

- 3 Reserve Sailors continued to augment the crew of the USS BUFFALO during its shipyard period. This is part of a submarine force reserve component quality of life (QOL) initiative to improve AC crew QOL during shipyard periods. The pilot is providing at least 2 RC Sailors continuously throughout the entire shipyard period. At the end of the shipyard period, RC will surge up to 10 Sailors to assist with post dry-dock maintenance. Feedback from the submarine’s commanding officer and chief of the boat (COB) have been very positive. CO stated that MR1 Golino is driving work and pressing responsible divisions to keep him fed with work, including calibrating all the sub’s gauges. The sub’s repair parts petty officers have stated they now know where to find all the repair parts because of LS1 Tobin. The COB has stated that all the help the reservists are providing is helping the submarine meet all milestones and they are having a huge positive impact on a relatively small submarine crew.

- 2 Reserve Sailors provided SOF division support to an SSGN as part of an initiative studying feasibility of RC taking on SSGN SOF Division mission.

- 4 Reserve Sailors supported a forward deployed SSGN during a continuous maintenance availability in Diego Garcia.

- 25 Reserve officers and Sailors provided repair department support to the submarine tender, USS FRANK CABLE (AS-40) during two support periods in Guam. The mission of the submarine tender is to provide maintenance and support to submarines deployed to the SEVENTH Fleet AOR.

**Undersea Rescue**

- 3 Reserve officers participated in a CSS-11 SMASHEX exercise in San Diego, CA. SMASHEX exercises are conducted on submarine staffs to test their ability to respond to a distressed submarine.

- 2 Reserve Sailors provided Transfer Under Pressure (TUP) system integration support to the Undersea Rescue Command. TUP is a new submarine rescue system that is currently being brought on line.
**Significant Staff Support:**

- 15 Reserve Sailors are supporting Submarine Force Atlantic on extended orders in Norfolk, VA. These Sailors are supporting Theater ASW intelligence functions; communications watch team support; the force improvement initiative; embedded mental health team; public affairs; first lieutenant; religious services; and administrative departments.

**USFF**

**Commander U.S. SIXTH FLEET**

- USNS SPEARHEAD: An eight-member Navy Reserve team, from various units, embarked as the MILDET HQ onboard USNS SPEARHEAD and provided their first 144 days of support during the Joint High Speed Vessel's three month maiden deployment to the C6F AOR. This detachment, representing a mix of officer and enlisted personnel from across the country, is working in concert with the SPEARHEAD crew of 20 Civilian Mariners and serving as the command and control (C2) element for over 80 active Sailors and Marines during the execution of a variety of mission sets within the EUCOM/AFRICOM AORs. The Reserve HQ Team will perform staff C2 functions as SPEARHEAD supports Africa Partnership Station (APS) and its associated EXPRESS series exercises aimed at building Maritime Security alongside Euro-Atlantic and Africa partners, and will work with the U.S. Coast Guard and one Gulf of Guinea partner executing maritime law enforcement operations as part of the Africa Maritime Law Enforcement Partnership (AMLEP) program.

- CTF-64/MV CAPE RAY: Three reservists (two junior officers and one senior enlisted) from various reserve units deployed in support of the Command Element embarked M/V CAPE RAY and provided their first 18 days of support. These three watchstanding personnel will manage the reporting of Syrian chemical destruction status, prepare daily and weekly products for the CTF-64 Commodore, provide 24-hour monitoring of all on- and off-ship communications, and act as liaison between the security/public affairs/communication elements and the Cape Ray watch organization. Their efforts will provide timely, direct coordination with CNE-CNA-C6F and other entities involved in the planning and execution of MV CAPE RAY’s important mission.

- One officer from MPP-513 in Chicago, Illinois, provided 29 days of support to N51 as action officer for European Engagement, filling a critical gap in desk officer manning due to active staff rotation and leave.

- One officer and two enlisted Sailors from CNE-CNA-C6F Intel Det 0167 provided 35 days of targeting and watchstanding support to CNE-CNA-C6F N21 and N22, assisting in the development of targeting products for the supported command within the AOR, and producing operational briefing products for C6F leadership and thereby allowing watch standing relief for sailors stationed overseas. One additional officer from CNE-CNA-C6F Intel Det 0167 provided 31 days supporting Operation Nomad Shadow, serving as the Combined Intelligence Fusion Cell (CIFC) Watch OIC in charge of one of three teams that manages the data collection for a 24/7/365 day presidential mandated mission in An Ankara, Turkey

**BUMED**

Navy Expeditionary Medical Unit 2014 (NEMU-14), consisting of 47 RC Corpsmen and 20 Medical Staff Officers continued its Contingency Individual Augmentation (IA) support to Landstuhl Army Regional Medical Center (LRMC), Landstuhl, Germany. NEMU14 will be transitioning in February, and be relieved by NEMU 15.
MOBILIZATIONS

REQUIREMENTS

PERSONNEL

SELRES/VTU: 55,068
NMPS/Post-Mob: 385
Pre-Mob: 1,303
NMPS/Training: 321
Deployed-BOG: 2,704
Med-Hold: 108

CONUS: 498
OCONUS: 2,206

GITMO 146
Kuwait 17
Bahrain 129
Djibouti 261
Afghanistan 1261

Navy Reserve
Ready Now. Any Time, Anywhere.
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